GalileoMobile: Sharing Astronomy with students and teachers around the world

Non-profit, itinerant, science outreach initiative. Team of astronomers, educators and science communicators. Run entirely on a volunteer basis!

★ Carry out fun “inquiry-based” astronomy activities with children and teacher trainings

★ Provide materials such as: telescope, Activities Handbook and other educational resources

Partners

www.galileo-mobile.org
We have reached over **12000 students** and **1300 teachers** in 6 years

_BraBo_  

Colombia  

*2014*
A network of 20 Schools in 7 countries committed to long-term organisation of astronomical outreach activities.

**Status**

- Constellation website and **online platform** ready
- Teacher Handbook ready. Student **Handbook** first activities ready
- **Telescopes** and **Educational material** ordered and shipped
- **First meetings** with tutors, local contacts and teachers. Some schools already starting activities!
- **Visit** by GalileoMobile in late 2015

Constellation has been designated Cosmic Light Project by the IAU and is partially funded by the Office for Astronomy Development.

[Constellation project website](http://www.constellationproject.org)